
PRODUCT SOLUTIONS FOR SIMPLE GAMES. II

T. PARTHASARATHY

1. Introduction. In this paper we continue our study of the investi-

gation of product solutions for compound simple games. By a com-

pound simple game we mean one that is built up out of two or more

component simple games. The concept of compound simple games is

apparently due to Shapley. Shapley [2] and the author [l], [4], [5]

have obtained product solutions for compound simple games by

combining the solutions of the component games. During this process

we impose that the subsolutions will have to satisfy a certain semi-

monotonic d-monotonic property. In this paper we obtain a new

class of product solutions for the game H®K with 77= Vn <8>Fi, where

V„ denotes the homogeneous weighted majority game [l, 1, 1, • • • ,

1, n — 2]h consisting of « players, Bi denotes the 1-person pure bar-

gaining game and K any arbitrary simple game.

2. Definitions and notations.

Simple games. We shall denote a simple game by the symbol,

T(P, W), where P is a finite set (players) and IF is a collection of

subsets of P (the winning coalitions). We demand that PCW and

the empty set is not an element of W.

Let T(Pi, Wi) and T(P2, W2) be two simple games with PiC\P2=0

and let P=Pi\JP2. Then the product T(PU Wi)®T(P2, W2) (for

simplicity we will write Pi®P2) is defined as the game T(P, W) where

W consists of all SQP such that Sf^PiC Wi for i == 1, 2. By an impu-

tation we mean a real nonnegative vector x such that 22 tepx,- = 1.

Ap will stand for the collection of all imputations. We recall that a

solution of the game r(P, W) is a set X oí imputations such that

X = Ap — dorn X where dorn X denotes the set of all yCAp such that

for some x£X, the set {i\ Xi>yi] is an element of W. The notations

domi and dom2 will be used for domination with respect to special

classes Wi and W2.

Definition. A parameterized family of sets of imputations

F(a): O^a^l will be called semimonotonic if for every a, ß, x such

that 0 =a ^¡ß g 1 and x£ Y iß) there exists yC Y (a) with ay^ßx.

Definition. A semimonotonic family is called d-monotonic

(O^d^l) if for every a, ß, y such that d^a^ß^l and yCY(a)

there exists x £ F(j3)with ay^ßx.
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We call a 0-monotonic family fully monotonie, [in general, d will

stand for any positive number with 0 <3 < 1 unless otherwise stated. ]

LetP=PiUP2and let

APi =  <x: x£ AP, 22 xi — If f°r i = 1,2.
\ je P{ )

Definition. Let A" be a solution to the product of simple games

Pi®P2. Call X a product solution if the following conditions are met.

(i) There exists a semimonotonic family \Yiia): O^a^l} such

that Yiiot) are solutions to P, for all a except a = 1 where i = 1, 2.

(ii) A" = U0£„si Xi(a)Xa Xi(l-a) where X<(«) =4Pi-dom; Yi(a)

and Ii(«)X« X2(l— a) = [z: z=axi + (l — a)x2 for some XiCXiia),

x2CX2(l-a)].

Definition. Let X he any subset of AP. Call X an externally stable

set if AUdora X = AP. Call X an internally stable set if X C\ dorn X

= 0. [Here of course we assume r(P, IF) to be a simple game.] Call

X a solution if X is both externally stable and internally stable. Vn

will always stand for the homogeneous weighted majority game

[l, • • • , 1, n — 2]h consisting of « players. 77 will stand for any game

of the form F„®Fi where Bi denotes the 1-person pure bargaining

game. K will denote an arbitrary simple game.

3. We now write down the solutions of FB which are completely

known [3, pp. 472-495]. They are classified in three groups.

I. The finite set

/    1            1                     1         \          /    1                         « - 2\

(--i -->•",-7>0),       (--,0,0,0,0,--),\M — 1      « — 1 « — 1        / \» — 1 « — 1/

/        1 n - 2\ / 1        n - 2\

(0,--, •• -,0,--), ••-,     (0,0, 0,0, • ■ -,--,--).\   « — 1 « — 1/ \ « — 1   n — 1/

II. Let Cbe any constant with 0^C<1 — l/(w —1)

<(xi, x2, ■ ■ ■ , xn_i, C) | Xi = 0, 22 xi - 1 — C> .

III. Let 5* be any nonempty proper subset of {l, 2, • • ■ , n — l}.

Let fli, a2, • • ■ , an-i he nonnegative real numbers which satisfy the

following properties:

(0 22r1ai = i,
(ii) a* = Mini£i£B_i a,-, then ai = a* for all iCS* and ai>aif for

iC\l, 2, • • -.»-lj-Ä.
As a consequence of (i) and (ii) we have a*<!/(« — !). Let p be
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the number of elements in S* and let  c = l— o», c* = l— pa*. The

following set consisting of (1) and (2) constitutes a solution to Vn.

(1) ForiG-S*,

a* = [ai, a2, ■ ■ • , an\

where

a, = a< = a*        for/ = i,

= c for/ = «,

= 0 otherwise.

(2) a(y)={ai(y), a2(y), ■ ■ ■ , an(y)} where O^y^c*;

a,(y) = at = a*       for i C 5*,

= y for i = n,

= a,(y) for i C {1, 2, ■ ■ ■ , n — l] — 5*,

wherea¿(y) íor iC {1, 2, • • • , w —1} —S* are functions whose domain

of definition is [O, c*] .They also have the following properties

a,-(0) = ai,        a<(c*) = 0

and

I aiiy2) - aiiyi) I   g  I y2 - yx | .

I, II and III exhaust all possible solutions to F„.

Remark 1. It is not hard to check that no semimonotonic family

drawn from this list can include representatives from more than one

of the three categories I—III, hence the only possible variation within

such a family is in the value of C ii the family is from the second

group or the variation will be in choosing 5*, the nonnegative real

numbersai,^, • • • ,a„_iand the functions a,(y) ioriC{l, 2, • • •,« —l}

— 5* if the family is from the third group.

Remark 2. Setting a* = l/(« —1) in III or II produces internally

stable sets (not solutions) that are monotonically related to the solu-

tions nearby. Using this fact we will give an example of a solu-

tion for compound simple games which is not fully monotonie in the

last section. [Recall the fact that a set X is internally stable if

Xr\dom X =<j>.]

4. We will now state the theorems.

Theorem 1. Let {Xii<x):0—a^l} be any d-monotonie family of

product solutions to the game 77= Vn®Bi except that Ai(l) need not be

externally stable. Then
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X =     U    Zi(a) X Z2(l - a)

is a solution for H®K where K is any arbitrary simple game and

Zi(a) =An+i— domiAi(a) and Z2(l—a) = Z2 is any solution of K.

Theorem 2. Let Yi(a) be d-monotonic solutions to F„. Then

X=     U    Zx(a) X Z2(l - a)
O^a^l a

is a solution for V„®K where Zi(a) =An — dorn! Fi(l) and Z2(a) = Z2

is any solution of K.

Remark 3. External stability of Theorems 1 and 2 can be estab-

lished as in the case of Theorem 5 of Shapley (see [2, pp. 282-283])

or as in [l ] since the proof depends only on the semimonotonic prop-

erty of Xi(a) and the external stability of Z,(a).

Remark 4. Theorem 2 does not say much. This is because every

solution that satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2 in fact has the

property of full monotonicity even in the 'not required' range. How-

ever, using Theorem 1, we can construct solutions which will be

d-monotonic but not fully monotonie.

Proof of Theorem 1. We will now show that X is internally

stable. We will give the proof when 77= V4®Bi. The same proof with

some minor modifications applies when 77 = Vn®Bifor general n.

Case 1. Suppose for infinitely many m, with a'"1' f 1, Ai(aCm)) is of

the form

Ai(a-) = {ß(h h h 0), 1 - ß]

U{i3(i0,0,!),l-^

u {m i o, i), i -ß}
W {ß(0, 0, i, f), 1 - ß}    where ß runs over from 0 to 1.

This representation is possible since we are assuming that the Ai(a)'s

are product solutions. In this case, since the family is d-monotonic

and since all but a finite number of a(mVs are greater than d it follows

that A"i(l) is also of the same form as Xi(a(m,)'s. In other words Ai(l)

is a solution. Hence internal stability follows via Theorem 5 of

Shapley [2].
Case 2. Let a<m) 11 and

Xi(a^) - \ß(xu x2, xz, C1^), 1 - ß\ 0 £ ß < 1,

Xi è 0, 2~2*í - 1 -  Clß) U Y°"(l),
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where Y°m(l) need not be an internally stable set for F* and O^Cß

<2/3. Consider the set Nß where

Nß = {x | x = ß(xi, x2, x3, Cß), 1 — ß and there exists a sequence

xmK C Xi(amx) such that amKxmK ] x).

It is easy to check that Nß is nonempty.

It is not hard to check that the closure of Ai(l)—written as Ai(l)

—contains the set Nß. This is a consequence of the assumption that

the family Xi(a) is d-monotonic.

At this point we would like to make another observation, namely

Ai(l) together with {Xi(a): 0^a<l} is a semimonotonic family

and hence Ai(l) is also internally stable.

If Cß<2/3 for every ß, {JNß = Xi(l) and Ä\(l) is a solution for

77, internal stability follows by the theorem of Shapley.

Let Cß = 2/3 for at least one ß .To complete the proof of internal

stability in his case it is sufficient to establish that there does not

exist any vector xCXi(a) with ax dominating y where y£Zi(l)

— Ai(l). Let if possible,

ax > y via Ï45 with y C Zi(l) - Tx(l).

[ax > y via 145 means, ax,- > y,- Wi = 1, 4, 5.]

Let y = (ei, e2, e3, e4, e6) and

X(a) = [ß(xu x2, x3, Cß), 1 — ß].

[For the sake of simplicity we will not write the possible values of ß

and xi, x2, x3. ]

Choose any ß' with a(l —ß) > 1 — j8'>e6 where

a\ß(x{, xl, xi, Cß), 1 - ß] > y via 145.

Let Nß, = [ß'(xu x2, «t, CgQ, 1-y], If ß'Cl^u, then there exist
wCNß' such that ax>w via 145. This will mean ax>w^az via 145,

contradicting the internal stability of Xi(a).

Hence we will assume ß'Cß, >e4. This means ß'(l — Cj,,) is less than

or equal to ei, e2 and e3, otherwise there will be an element in Nß,

dominating y, thereby contradicting the assumption regarding y.

Now a suitable x1CX(a) can be obtained with

ax' > {ß'(l - Cß,, 0, 0, cl), 1 - ß'} viaÎ235

which will once again contradict the internal stability of Xi(ct).

Similar contradictions can be reached if ax>y via 245 or 345 or 1235.

Thus the proof of internal stability is complete in the case.
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Case 3. Let atm) | 1 and

X.(«**) = ̂  ff, (aß\y), y), l-ß]U rf(l)
where 0^ß<l, Yf(í) need not bean internally stable set for F4 and

y runs from 0 to 1 - 2a(ßm) for every fixed ß. Also note that 0 = aßm) < 1/3.

Let (w.l.g.) a™—*aß. Consider now the following set Nß

Nß = {x| x = {ß(aß, Oß, aß(y), y), 1 - ß]

and there exists xm*£ Ajm* such that am*xm* f x}

For every /3, {a^(y)} is a collection of equicontinuous and uniformly

bounded functions defined over the compact set

oo m m r ff» -i

.4 =    f\   Aß    where    .4/j = [0, 1 — 2a?J.

It is trivial to check that this intersection is precisely the interval

[0, 1 — 2aß]. So we can assert without loss of generality am(y)^>aß(y)

uniformly over A. If for every ß, aß<l/3, we are through. So we

will assume Zi(l) — Xi(l) ¿¿ 0. We will now prove that there exists

no vector xCX(a) with ax dominating y where yCZi(l) — Ai(l). Let

if possible

ax > y = («i, e2) e3, €4, ts) via say 1235
i.e.

a[ß(xu Xi, Xi, x4), 1 — ß] > y.

Let Xi(a) be of the form

{ß(aß,aß,aß(t),t), 1-ß}.

Choose and fix one ß' such that a(l —ß) > 1 — ß'>es

Nß. = {ß'(aU a°ß., ¿(0, i), 1-ß'}-

If ß'aßi = ei and e2 then internal stability of Xi(a) will be contradicted.

Hence, we will assume ß'a°ßi>ei. This will mean ß'(l — 2a°e,) ̂ e4 other-

wise there will be an element wCNß> such that w will dominate y

thereby contradicting the assumption regarding y. If ß'aß/>e2 and

j8'(l— 2a£/)>e3, then once again there will be a contradiction regard-

ing the assumption that yCZi(l)—Xi(l).

If ß'aß,^e2 then we can find u, u'CXi(a), wCNß> such that au>w

— au' via 245 i.e. u>u' via 245 and this leads to a contradiction.

If ß'(l — 2a°ß>) =ez, we can find u, u'CX(a) with u>u' via 345 and

hence a contradiction.

If A^a) is of the form
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{ß(aß,alß(t),al(t),l),l - ß},

then also one can show the impossibility of ax dominating y with

yCZi(l)— Ai(l). Similar contradictions can be reached if Nß> is of

the form

Nß. = {ß'ial,, a-Ut), a¡.(t), t), 1 - ß'\.

Thus the proof of internal stability of X is complete.

Remark 5. During the course of the proof we have omitted certain

minor details. For example if Xi (a') = \ß(xi,x2,x%,Cß), l—ß\ then for all

a with (2o;'/3) <a = a', X(a) will also be of the same form as A(a')-

This is a consequence of the fact that the A(a)'s form a semimono-

tonic family and are product solutions.

Remark 6. Theorem 1 includes Theorem 3.2 in [l] where we have

obtained product solutions for the game H®K, 77= V3®Bi and K

is any simple game.

5. The following example shows that solutions to product simple

games can be found which need not have the property of full mono-

tonicity. Consider the game 77= Vt®Bi and define for 0^a^3/4,

X(a) =     U    Y(ß)

where

Yiß) = {ißxh ßx2, ßxt, 20»/y3, 1 - ß) \xi £ 0, 22 *i - 1 - 2/31'2/3}

for 0 á ß < 1,

F(l) = {(xi, x2) x3, f, 0)|x,- ^0,  £*,-!} u {§, h |, 0, 0}.

For 3/4 <a=a0, where a0 is so chosen that

ao
V 6   1+aoJ       3

define

Yiß)

A(«)=    U    Yiß),
os?si

7    Ô3'2
^ßXhßX2,ßX3,-—-,l-ßj Xi = 0,

7    ßw\

6   1 + a/

For ai<a^l define
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X(a) =     U     \(ßxi, ßxt, /Sx,, ( 1 - —V3'2, l-ß)\xi^O,
Osßsl   v\ \ 3a/ /

r*<-'-('-¿H-
Now it is not hard to check that the family X(a) is semimonotonic

and that each Xia) is a product solution to the game 77 except A"(l).

A(l) is not externally stable because,

ih h h 0, 0) C X(l) U dorn X(l).

If Ari(l)=A(l)W(i |, |, 0, 0), then X»(l) is a solution to 77. But

A1(l) together with {l(a):0|a<l} is not semimonotonic, for,

corresponding to (f, J, 5, 0, 0)GAri(l) there exists no element

xCXia) for any a>3/4 with ax^(f, |, §, 0, 0).

Further the family Xia): O^a^l is not fully monotonie because

corresponding to the element (§, §, §, 0, 0)£Z(3/4) there exists no

element yGA^(l) with the property that y ^ (3/4) (J, i, J, 0, 0). It is

not hard to check that conditions of Theorem 1 are satisfied for this

family Xia). Hence this family can be used to produce product solu-

tions for the game H®K. This is the example promised at the end of

§3.
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